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Capturing a Sit-Down & Maintain

SitCapturing a "Sit" and Maintain
Dogs are born knowing how to sit and lay down.  As soon as their muscles are ready for walking,
they begin naturally bending their hind legs to put their bottoms on the floor (Sit!) and when
they are tired or start gnawing on their favorite toys, they often relax with their elbows and
bottom on the floor (Down!).  These behaviors are inherent, which makes them simple to
capture.  All we have to do is teach them the cues!

CRITERIA: Dog’s bottom is on the ground.

1. Start in a quiet place with no distractions.  Simply wait for your dog to sit.  When he does,
click and toss the treat so he has to get up to get it (i.e., 'resetting' him to sit again).
Repeat this Step until you have been able to click/treat/reset 5 times within one minute
maximum.
NOTE: If your dog has an elevator butt, meaning he is getting up before you can click and

reward him, try to reward him while in the sit.  If he remains in the sit, treat again.  And
if he still remains in the sit, treat once more.  This will help to reinforce your dog for
maintaining the behavior.

2. To add the hand cue, wait for your dog to sit.  Just as he is starting to sit, give your hand
signal.

3. Ensure your dog knows the hand signal by giving it while your dog is standing.  Be patient
and let him process it; don’t move around or recue.  Hand him the treat this time (instead
of tossing it).  Reset it by motioning for him to get up.

4. To add the verbal cue, say "Sit" just before you give the hand signal.
5. Practice trials alternating between the hand signal and the verbal cue.
6. To teach your dog to hold the sit position, click and reinforce repeatedly while the dog

continues to sit.  If he gets up, withdraw the treat, move to a fresh spot, and try again.  As
long as he continues to sit, you can continue to sporadically click and reinforce.
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7. Every time your dog sits, he holds this position until you release with "Release."  Sit is a
maintain behavior.  This means when your dog sits, you have flipped the sit 'on switch' and
your dog continues to sit until you flip the 'off switch,' which is the cue "Release." You can
use a cue other then release if you prefer.

8. Tempt your dog to get up from the cued sit position by waving a treat or toy at the full
length of your arm.  Start out easy and build up to harder temptations.  This will help
increase your dog’s self-control.  Click and reinforce your dog for holding the sit position,
and feed while he is still sitting.  Don’t let the dog fail more than 2 times in a row.  Make it
easier so the dog is successful.  Training rehearses success!

GOAL: Dog will sit reliably when cued either verbally or with hand signal, and maintain
until released.

Dog sits click treat while dog is still sitting release dog with "Release!"

DownCapturing a "Down" and Maintain
Down can be a little more challenging to capture. It’s best to work with your dog after a play
session or a walk because he will be more likely to lie down.  If you find your dog is having a
difficult time offering a down, try leashing him up and taking him to the most boring
environment in your house, like the bathroom.  Make sure he doesn’t have access to things to
sniff or play with.  And if you have a dog that never seems to rest, then talk to your DogSmith
Instructor.  There are many fun ways to teach a down!

CRITERIA: Dog’s elbows and bottom are on the ground.

1. Start in a quiet place with no distractions.  Simply wait for your dog to offer down.  When
he does, click and toss the treat so he has to get up to get it (i.e., 'resetting' him to offer
down again).  Repeat this Step until you have been able to click/treat/reset 5 times within
one minute maximum.
NOTE: If your dog seems to be having trouble repeating the behavior, provide more

reinforcement while in the down by giving multiple treats before resetting.  Reward
him while in the down, and then try to follow up with another treat, and then another
treat.  Even better if you can click between each treat.

2. To add the hand cue, wait for your dog to offer down.  Just as he is starting to go down,
give your hand signal.

3. Ensure your dog knows the hand signal by giving it while your dog is standing or sitting.  Be
patient and let him process it; don’t move around or recue.  Hand him the treat this time
(instead of tossing it).  Reset it by motioning for him to get up.

4. To add the verbal cue, say "Down" just before you give the hand signal.
5. Practice trials alternating between the hand signal and the verbal cue.
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6. To teach your dog to hold the down position, click and reinforce repeatedly while the dog
continues to down.  If he gets up, withdraw the treat, move to a fresh spot, and try again.
As long as he continues to down, you can continue to sporadically click and reinforce.

7. Every time your dog offers down, he holds this position until you release with "Release."
Down is a maintain behavior.  This means when your dog is down, you have flipped the
down 'on switch' and your dog continues to remain down until you flip the 'off switch,'
which is the cue "Release."  You can use a cue other then release if you prefer.

8. Add distance to the cued down position by moving your feet or taking a step back.  Start
out easy and build up to more distance.  This will help increase your dog’s self-control.
Click and reinforce your dog for being successful while he is still in the down position.
Don’t let the dog fail more than two times in a row.  Make it easier so the dog is successful.
Rehearse success!

GOAL: Dog will do down reliably when cued either verbally or with hand signal, and
maintain until released.

Dog downs click treat while dog is still sitting release dog with "Release!"

Life Rewards

You can practice sits and downs all through the day without having formal training sessions.
Ask your dog to sit or down:
 When you are about to let him out the door to go potty. When he sits/downs, click and

say "Release" to release him and open the door.  The release and being able to go outside
is your dog’s reinforcement.  Use this only if your dog likes going outside.

 Before you feed him.  Again, don’t forget to "Release" and only use this if your dog likes
his food.

 Before you pet him or play with him, if your dog likes those activities.

Remember that it takes about 200 repetitions in different situations and environments for your
dog to learn.  It is important to change the location where you are practicing, so that your dog
learns to sit and down in different locations and in different circumstances.  If you don’t change
locations, the dog will only learn to sit and down in the rooms that you have practiced in.  By
changing rooms and practicing outdoors and other places, you are teaching your dog that sit
means to sit in a variety of locations.

Food Bowl Game – Maintain and Stay Training

This is a great game.  You can play it every time you feed your dog.  Ask your dog to sit/down.
When he does, begin lowering the food dish.  If he gets up, pull the dish back up high.  Your dog
will figure out quickly that if he remains in the position, the dish is lowered, which is what he
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wants.  He will also learn that if he gets up from the position, the dish is pulled back up.  This
teaches the dog self-control, which is an important life skill.

When the dish touches the ground, release the dog with "Release" to eat.  As the dog catches
on to the game, require more self-control of your dog.  The next step is that the food dish is
touching the ground and you are standing upright.  Then you can build up to your dog making
eye contact with you before you release him to eat.  This is a fun game; enjoy it!


